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Abstract— This work studies the problem of learning under
both large datasets and large-dimensional feature space scenarios.
The feature information is assumed to be spread across agents
in a network, where each agent observes some of the features.
Through local cooperation, the agents are supposed to interact
with each other to solve an inference problem and converge
towards the global minimizer of an empirical risk. We study
this problem exclusively in the primal domain, and propose new
and effective distributed solutions with guaranteed convergence
to the minimizer with linear rate under strong convexity. This
is achieved by combining a dynamic diffusion construction, a
pipeline strategy, and variance-reduced techniques. Simulation
results illustrate the conclusions.
Index Terms—distributed features, dynamic diffusion, con-
sensus, pipeline strategy, variance-reduced method, distributed
optimization, primal solution.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
Large-scale optimization problems are common in data-
intensive machine learning problems [2]–[5]. For applications,
where both the size of the dataset and the dimension of the
feature space are large, it is not uncommon for the dataset
to be too large to be stored or even processed effectively
at a single location or by a single agent. In this article, we
examine the situation where the feature data is split across
agents either due to privacy considerations or because they are
already physically collected in a distributed manner by means
of a networked architecture and aggregation of the data at a
central location entails unreasonable costs. More specifically,
the entries (blocks) of the feature vector are assumed to be
distributed over a collection of K networked agents, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1. For instance, in sensor network applications,
[6], [7], multiple sensors are normally employed to monitor
an environment; the sensors are distributed over space and
can be used to collect different measurements. Likewise, in
multi-view learning problems [8], [9], the observed model is
represented by multiple feature sets. Another example is the
Cournot competition problem in networked markets [10]–[12],
where individual factories have information about their local
markets, which will not share with each other. Distributed
dictionary learning problems [13] also fit into this scenario
if viewing the dictionary as feature.
In this work, we focus on empirical risk minimization
problems, which, by ergodicity arguments, provide a good
approximation for average risks [7], [14]–[20]. Formally, we
consider an empirical risk of the form:
A short version of this work appears in the conference publication [1].
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Fig. 1: Distributing the feature across the networked agents.
R(w) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Q
(
hTnw; γn
)
+ r(w) (1)
where the unknown parameter model (or separating hyper-
plane) is designated by w ∈ RM×1, while hn ∈ RM×1 denotes
the n-th feature vector and γn the corresponding scalar label.
Moreover, the notation Q(hTw; γ) refers to the loss function
and is assumed to be a differentiable and convex function over
w. In most problems of interest, the loss function is dependent
on the inner product hTw rather than the individual terms
{h,w}. The factor r(w) represents the regularization term.
We denote the minimizer of R(w) in (1) by w?. Although we
are assuming w and hn to be column vectors, and γn to be a
scalar, the analysis can be easily extended to matrix quantities
W ∈ RM×C and to vector labels γ ∈ RC×1, which we will
illustrate later in the simulations.
Since the entries of the feature vector are assumed dis-
tributed over K agents, we partition each hn, and similarly the
weight vector w, into K sub-vectors denoted by {hn,k, wk},
where k = 1, 2, . . . ,K:
hn
∆
=

hn,1
hn,2
...
hn,K
 , w ∆=

w1
w2
...
wK
 (2)
Each sub-feature vector hn,k and sub-vector wk are assumed
to be located at agent k. The dimensions of {hn,k, wk} can
vary over k, i.e., over agents. In this way, the empirical risk
function can be rewritten in the form
R(w) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Q
(
K∑
k=1
hTn,kwk; γn
)
+
K∑
k=1
r(wk) (3)
where we are also assuming that the regularization term
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2satisfies an additive factorization of the form
r(w) =
K∑
k=1
r(wk) (4)
with regularization applied to each sub-vector wk. This prop-
erty holds for many popular regularization choices, such as
`2, `1, KL-divergence, etc. Observe that in the form (3), the
argument of the loss function is now a sum over the inner
products hTn,kwk. That is, we have a “cost-of-sum” form
similar to what was discussed in [13]. Our objective is to
optimize (3) over the {wk} and to seek the optimal values
in a distributed manner.
A. Related Works
Problems of this type have been pursued before in the
literature by using duality arguments, such as those in [13],
[15], [22]–[24]. One common way to do that is to transform
problem (3) into a constrained problem, say, as:
min
w∈RM
R(w) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Q (zn; γn) +
K∑
k=1
r(wk) (5)
s.t. zn =
K∑
k=1
hTn,kwk n = 1, 2, . . . , N
Introducing the dual variable y, we get the Lagrangian func-
tion:
L(y, z, w) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Q (zn; γn) +
1
N
N∑
n=1
ynzn
− 1
N
N∑
n=1
yn
K∑
k=1
hTn,kwk +
K∑
k=1
r(wk) (6)
Next, exploiting a duality argument, problem (5) is equivalent
to solving the following dual problem:
min
y∈RN
D(y)=
K∑
k=1
{
K
N
N∑
n=1
Q?(−yn; γn)+r?
(
1
N
N∑
n=1
ynhn,k
)}
(7)
where the scalar yn denotes the dual variable corresponding
to the n−th constraint, and Q?(·) and r?(·) represent the
conjugate functions, i.e., f?(y) = supx(y
Tx− f(x)), of Q(·)
and r(·), respectively. Note that the function in (7) has the
format of a “sum-of-cost” and each term inside the summation
can be computed by each agent alone. Therefore, problem (7)
can be solved in a number of traditional distributed algorithms
[14], [18], [19], [25], [26]. However, the resulting algorithms
suffer from some limitations. One limitation is that the term
1
N
∑N
n=1 ynhn,k inside of r
?(x) has complexity O(N) to
compute. Another limitation is that the resulting algorithms
rely on the use of conjugate functions, which are not always
available in closed form; this will greatly depend on the nature
of the loss function Q(·). This limitation is worse for nonlinear
models, say, for:
R(w) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Q
( K∑
k=1
f(wk, hn,k); γn
)
+ r(w) (8)
where f(wk, hn,k) is some nonlinear function. These diffi-
culties do not arise if we pursue a solution directly in the
primal domain. For example, the case of nonlinear models
can be handled through the chain rule of differentiation (as
in backpropagation), when deriving stochastic gradient algo-
rithms. Furthermore, we are often interested more directly in
the primal rather than the dual variable.
With regards to the large feature space, one may be mo-
tivated to consider coordinate descent techniques [27], [28],
which pursue optimization one coordinate yn at a time.
However, these techniques still face difficulties in both the
primal and dual domains. For instance, in the primal domain
[29]–[31], they will generally require two time-scales: one
scale governs the rate for updating the gradients and a second
faster scale for running averaging iterations multiple times.
This feature limits the rate at which data can be sampled
because the inner calculation will need to be completed before
the computation of the next datum. The same difficulties
mentioned above for the dual methods will again arise if
coordinate descent solutions are implemented in the dual
domain [23], [32], [33]. For these reasons, the approach
proposed in this work does not rely directly on coordinate
descent implementations.
Other useful approaches to solving problems of the form (3)
are the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)
[22], [34], [35] and primal dual-methods [18], [25], [36],
[37]. These techniques have good convergence properties but
continue to suffer from high computational costs and two-
time scale communications. This can be observed from (6)
where we see that the gradient relative to the dual variable
involves the term
∑K
k=1 h
T
n,kwk. This term requires extra
communication.
B. Novelty and Contributions
In this work, we propose a stochastic solution method to
(3) that operates directly in the primal domain. By avoiding
the dual formulation, we will arrive at a simple and effective
method even for large scale applications. We exploit the idea
of dynamic consensus algorithm [38], [39], which has been
adopted in the distributed optimization algorithms to track
the average of gradients, see [30], [40]–[43]. Meanwhile, we
are interested in tracking the sum of score,
∑K
k=1 h
T
n,kwk,
due to the different problem setting. More importantly, we
will show that the proposed method is able to converge at a
linear rate to the exact minimizer of the empirical risk R(w)
even under constant step-size learning. We will also exploit
variance-reduced techniques [44] and a pipeline strategy [45]
to obtain a reduced complexity algorithm that requires only
O(1) operations per iteration. The algorithm will not require
two (or separate) time-scales and will not necessitate the
solution of auxiliary sub-optimization problems as is common
in prior methods in the literature.
Problems similar to (3) were also studied in [46] using
similar primal methods like us but in a deterministic setting,
but the approach is not well-suited for big-data applications.
Notation: We use plain letters for deterministic variables,
and boldface letters for random variables. We also use E x to
denote the expectation with respect to x, col{x1, · · · , xn} to
denote a column vector formed by stacking x1, · · · , xn, (·)T
3to denote transposition, and ‖ ·‖ for the 2-norm of a matrix or
the Euclidean norm of a vector. Through the paper, we use the
subscript n as the index of data, the subscript i, j as the index
of iteration/time, and k, ` as the index of agent. We also put
i, j as the superscript with the same meaning, i.e., the index
of iteration/time. The notation 1N = col{1, . . . , 1} ∈ RN .
II. PRELIMINARY NAI¨VE SOLUTION
We first propose a simple and naı¨ve solution, which will
be used to motivate the more advanced algorithms in later
sections.
A. Networked Agent Model and Consensus Strategy
To begin with, we introduce several preliminary concepts
that will be exploited in later sections.
We consider the graph model shown in Fig. 1. In this
construction, the communication network of the agents is
modeled as a fixed directed graph G = ({1, · · · ,K} ; E),
where E ⊆ {1, · · · ,K} × {1, · · · ,K} is the set of edges.
The edge (`, k) means that agent ` can send a message to
agent k, where we associate the weight a`k as a nonnegative
factor that scales the information from agent ` to agent k. We
assume the combination matrix A = [a`k] is symmetric and
doubly-stochastic, i.e.,
K∑
`=1
a`k = 1,
K∑
k=1
a`k = 1 (9)
We also assume that akk > 0 for at least one agent k and the
underlying graph G is strongly connected.
Now assume there is a signal dk at each agent k. Then, a
well-studied and traditional algorithm for the agents to learn
the average value of all the {dk} signals is to run the consensus
iteration [14], [19], [26], [47]:
wi+1,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`kwi,`, where w0,k = dk (10)
where the notation Nk denotes the set of neighbors of agent k.
In this way, each agents starts from its own observation vector
dk and continually averages the state values of its neighbors.
After sufficient iterations, it is well-known that
wi,k → 1
K
K∑
k=1
dk (11)
under some mild conditions on A [19], [47]–[50].
B. Naı¨ve Solution
Now, let us consider the problem of minimizing (3) by
means of a stochastic gradient recursion. Let αn,k = hTn,kwk
denote the inner product that is available at agent k at time n
and define
zn
∆
=
K∑
k=1
αn,k (12)
which is the argument of Q(·) in (3):
R(w) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
Q (zn; γn) + r(w) (13)
If we denote the average of the local inner products by
α¯n
∆
=
1
K
K∑
k=1
αn,k (14)
then the variable zn is a scaled multiple of α¯n, namely,
zn = Kα¯n. Now, the stochastic-gradient step to solving (13)
will involve approximating the true gradient vector of R(w)
by the gradient vector of the loss function evaluated at some
randomly selected data pair (zni , γni), where ni at iteration
i denotes the index of the sample pair selected uniformly
at random from the index set {1, 2, . . . , N}. Doing so, the
stochastic gradient recursion will take the form:
wi+1 = wi − µ∇zQ(zni ; γni)hni − µ∇wr(wi) (15)
Note that ni is independent of the iterates {wj}ij=0. Recalling
that hn and w are partitioned into K blocks, we can decom-
pose (15) into K parallel recursions run at the local agents:
wi+1,k = wi,k − µ∇zQ (zni ; γni)hni,k − µ∇wr(wi,k)
(16)
One main problem with (16) is that it is not a distributed
solution because agents need to calculate ∇zQ(z; γ) at z
whose value depends on all sub-vectors {wk} from all agents
and not just on wk from agent k. This difficulty suggests one
initial solution method.
Since the desired variable zn is proportional to the average
value α¯n, then a consensus-type construction can be used to
approximate this average. For some total number of iterations
J , each agent would start from α¯(0)n,k = αn,k and repeat the
following calculations J times:
α¯
(j+1)
n,k ←
∑
`∈Nk
a`kα¯
(j)
n,`, j = 0, 1, . . . , J − 1 (17)
However, this mode of operation requires the agents to com-
plete J consensus updates between two data arrivals and
requires a two-time scale operation: a faster time-scale for
the consensus iterations and a slower time-scale for the data
sampling and computing the gradient. One simplification is to
set J = 1 and to have each agent perform only one single
combination step to generate the variable:
ẑni,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`kKh
T
ni,`wi,` (18)
where we are expressing the result of this single combination
by ẑni,k to indicate that this is the estimate for zni that is
computed at agent k at iteration i. Observe also that we are
scaling the quantity inside the sum by K since, as explained
before, zn = Kα¯n. We list the resulting algorithm in (19)–
(21).
Observe that this implementation requires all agents to
use the same random index ni at iteration i. Although this
requirement may appear restrictive, it can still be implemented
in distributed architectures. For example, each agent can be
set with the same random seed so that they can generate
the same index variable ni at iteration i. To agree on the
same random seed in a fully distributed manner, one way is to
run the consensus algorithm on the seed in the setting phase.
Specifically, each agent generates a random seed number, then
runs the consensus algorithm until it converges and rounds the
result to the nearest integer. Alternatively, agents can sample
4Algorithm 1 (Naı¨ve feature-distributed method for agent k)
Initialization: Set w0,k = 0.
Repeat for i = 1, 2, . . .:
ni ∼ U [1, N ] (uniformly sampled) (19)
ẑni,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`k(Kh
T
ni,kwi,k) (20)
wi+1,k = wi,k−µ∇zQ
(
ẑni,k; γni
)
hni,k − µ∇wr(wi,k)
(21)
End
the data in a cyclic manner instead of uniform sampling. But
in the main body of this paper, we assume each agent k will
sample the same index ni at iteration i for simplicity.
C. Limitations
Algorithm 1 is easy to implement. However, it suffers from
two major drawbacks. First, the variable ẑni,k generated by
the combination step (20) is not generally a good approxi-
mation for the global variable zni . This approximation error
affects the stability of the algorithm and requires the use of
very small step-sizes. A second drawback is that the stochastic-
gradient implementation (19)–(21) will converge to a small
neighborhood around the exact minimizer rather than to the
exact minimizer itself [14], [51]. In the following sections, we
will design a more effective solution.
III. CORRECTION THE APPROXIMATION ERROR
A. Dynamic Diffusion Strategy
Motivated by the dynamic average consensus method [38],
[39], we will design a stochastic diffusion-based algorithm
to correct the error introduced by (20). The motivation for
dynamic diffusion is similar to what been used before in
the distributed optimization literature [40]–[42], with two
main differences. First, in the current setting, we will be
interested in tracking several different quantities and not a
single quantity. Second, we will need to develop a stochastic
(rather than deterministic) version to cope with stochasticity
in inner products and/or gradients; thus resulting in an O(1)
operation per iteration.
To motivate the dynamic diffusion algorithm, let us step
back and assume that each agent k in the network is observing
some dynamic input signal, di,k ∈ RN , that changes with
time i. Assume we want to develop a scheme to ensure that
each agent k is able to track the average of all local signals,
i.e., d¯i = 1K
∑K
k=1 di,k. For that purpose, we consider an
optimization problem of the form:
min
x∈RP
Ci(x) =
K∑
k=1
1
2
‖x− di,k‖2 (22)
where the cost function Ci(x) is changing with time i. The
global minimizer of Ci(x) is the desired average r¯i. However,
we would like the agents to attain this solution in a distributed
fashion. To this end, we can apply the exact diffusion algo-
rithm developed in [18], [52] to solve (22). For this case, the
algorithm simplifies to the following recursions:
Adapt : ψi+1,k = xi,k − µ(xi,k − di+1,k) (23)
Correct : φi+1,k = ψi+1,k + xi,k − ψi,k (24)
Combine : xi+1,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`kφi+1,` (25)
Each agent k has a state variable xi,k at time i. Step (23)
uses the input signal di+1,k at agent k to update its state to
the intermediate value ψi+1,k. The second step (24) corrects
ψi+1,k to φi+1,k, and the third step (25) combines the inter-
mediate values in the neighborhood of agent k to obtain the
update state xi+1,k. The process continues in this manner at
all agents. Based on the results from [52] applied to (22), we
can set µ = 1 in (23) and combine three recursions to get
xi+1,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`k (xi,` + di+1,` − di,`) (26)
with x0,k = d0,k for any k. It can be shown that if the signals
change slowly, the xi,k will track the mean d¯i = 1K
∑K
k=1 di,k
well [38], [39]. Also, using induction and the initial boundary
conditions, it is easy to verify that (26) has the unbiasedness
property:
K∑
k=1
xi,k =
K∑
k=1
di,k, ∀i > 0 (27)
In this paper, we are interested in a second useful property
that:
lim
i→∞
xi,k =
1
K
K∑
k=1
dk, when lim
i→∞
di,k = dk, ∀k (28)
This means if the signals di,k converge, then the xi,k of all
agents will converge to the mean of the limit values. We refer
to (26) as the dynamic diffusion method.
We now apply this intermediate result to the earlier recur-
sion (16) to transform it into a distributed solution. Recall that
there we need to evaluate the variable
zni =
K∑
k=1
hTni,kwi,k (29)
Calculating this quantity is similar to solving problem (22),
where each di,k corresponds to the inner product hTni,kwi,k.
However, there is one key difference: the signal hni is not
deterministic but stochastic and it varies randomly with the
data index ni. At any particular iteration i, we do not know
beforehand which random index ni is going to be chosen.
This suggests that in principle we should keep track of N
variables zn, one for each possible n = 1, 2, . . . , N . For large
datasets, this is of course too costly to implement it. Instead,
we propose a more efficient solution where the data is sparsely
sampled. Assume first, for the sake of argument only, that we
move ahead and compute the variable zn for every possible
value of n. If we do so, we would need to repeat construction
(26) a total of N times at each node k, one for each n, as
follows:
zi+11,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`k
(
zi1,` +Kh
T
1,`wi,` −KhT1,`wi−1,`
)
(30)
zi+12,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`k
(
zi2,` +Kh
T
2,`wi,` −KhT2,`wi−1,`
)
(31)
...
5zi+1N,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`k
(
ziN,` +Kh
T
N,`wi,` −KhTN,`wi−1,`
)
(32)
In this description, we are adding a superscript i to each
zin,k to indicate the iteration index. In this way, each z
i
n,k
will be able to track the sum
∑K
k=1 h
T
n,kwi,k. However, since
the data size N is usually very large, it is too expensive
to communicate and update all {zn,k}Nn=1 per iteration. We
propose a stochastic algorithm in which only one datum hni,k
is selected at iteration i and only the corresponding entry
zi+1ni,k be updated while all other z
i+1
n,k will stay unchanged
for n 6= ni:
zi+1ni,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`k
(
zjni,` +Kh
T
ni,`wi,` −KhTni,`wj−1,`
)
zi+1n,k = z
i
n,k, n 6= ni (33)
where the index j in the first equation refers to the most
recent iteration where the same index ni was chosen the
last time. Note that the value j depends on ni and the
history of sampling, and therefore we need to store the inner
product value that is associated with it. To fetch zjn,` and
KhTni,`wj−1,` easily, we introduce two auxiliary variables:
uini,` ← zjni,`, vini,` ← KhTnj ,`wj−1,` (34)
If we view {zi+11,k , zi+12,k , . . . ,zi+1N,k} as one long vector, the
update (30)—(32) resembles a coordinate descent algorithm
[28], [30].
An unbiasedness property similar to (27) will continue to
hold:
K∑
k=1
uin,k =
K∑
k=1
vin,k =
K∑
k=1
KhTn,kwj−1,k, ∀n, i > 0 (35)
It is easy to verify the validity of (35) by taking the summation
over (33) and combining the initialization conditions.
B. Variance-Reduction Algorithm
We can enhance the algorithm further by accounting for
the gradient noise that is present in (15): this noise is the
difference between the gradient of the risk function R(w),
which is unavailable, and the gradient of the loss function
that is used in (15). It is known, e.g., from [14], [51],
[53], [54] that under constant step-size adaptation, and due
to this gradient noise, recursion (15) will only approach an
O(µ)−neighborhood around the global minimizer of (3). We
can modify the recursion to ensure convergence to the exact
minimizer as follows.
There is a family of variance-reduction algorithms such as
SVRG [55], SAGA [44], and AVRG [56] that can approach the
exact solution of the empirical risk function with constant step-
size. In this work, we exploit the SAGA construction because
the variables {un,k} can readily be used in that implementa-
tion. Let us consider an agent k in a non-cooperative scenario
where the vanilla SAGA recursion would be
wi+1,k=wi,k−µ∇zQ(hTni,kwi,k; γni)hni,k (36)
+ µ∇zQ(uini,k; γni)hni,k
− µ
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(uin,k; γn)hn,k
ui+1n,k =
{
hTni,kwi,k, if n = ni
uin,k, otherwise
(37)
It is proved in [44] that the variance of the gradient noise, i.e.,
the difference between the gradient step in 36 and the full gra-
dient, introduced in SAGA will vanish in expectation. There-
fore, SAGA will converge to the exact solution of problem (1).
Also, note that the N -summation term
∑N
n=1∇zQ(uin; γn)hn
can be calculated in an online manner since only one term is
updated, i.e.,
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(ui+1n ; γn)hn (38)
=
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(uin; γn)hn−∇zQ(uini ; γni)hni+∇zQ(ui+1ni ; γni)hni
This online calculation results in O(1) complexity per itera-
tion.
Note that the vanilla SAGA needs to store the gradient
∇zQ(uin,k; γn)hn,k for n = 1, 2, . . . , N . However, we have
already stored uin,k and the additional storage of the gradient
is unnecessary.
Hence, the stochastic gradient recursion(16) at each agent
k will be modified to (41) with two correction terms. The
resulting algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 [Variance-reduced dynamic diffusion
(VRD2) for learning from distributed features]
Initialization: Set w0,k = 0; u0n,k = 0; v0n,k = 0.
Repeat for i = 1, 2, . . .:
ni ∼ U [1, N ] (uniformly sampled) (39)
zni,k =
∑
`∈Nk
a`k
(
uini,`+Kh
T
ni,`wi,`−vini,`
)
(40)
wi+1,k = wi,k−µ
{[
∇zQ
(
zni,k;γni
)−∇zQ(uini,k;γni)]hni,k
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ
(
uin,k; γn
)
hn,k +∇wr(wi,k)
}
(41)
ui+1n,k =
{
zi+1ni,k, if n = ni
uin,k, otherwise
(42)
vi+1n,k =
{
KhTni,kwi,k, if n = ni
vin,k, otherwise
(43)
End
IV. ACCELERATION WITH PIPELINE
Algorithm 2 can be shown to converge to the solution of
problem (1) for sufficiently small step-sizes. However, it is
observed in numerical experiments that its convergence rate
can be slow. One reason is that the variable zn,k generated
by (40) converges slowly to
∑K
k=1 h
T
n,kwi,k. To accelerate
convergence, it is necessary to run (40) multiple times before
the gradient descent step (41), which, however, will take us
back to in a two-time-scale algorithm. In this section, we
6iterations
Pop out
Push in
Consensus
steps
Fig. 2: Illustration of the pipeline strategy with buffer length J = 3.
propose a pipeline method that accelerates the convergence
of zn,k while maintaining the one-time-scale structure.
A pipeline is a set of data processing elements connected
in series, where the output of one element is the input to the
next element [45]. We assume each agent k stores J variables
at iteration i:
[z
(0)
ni,k
, z
(1)
ni−1,k, · · · z
(J−1)
ni−J+1,k] ∈ RJ (44)
At every iteration, agent k runs a one-step average consensus
recursion on its state vector (44):
[z
(1)
ni,k
, z
(2)
ni−1,k, · · · z
(J)
ni−J+1,k]
=
∑
`∈Nk
a`k[z
(0)
ni,`
, z
(1)
ni−1,`, · · · z
(J−1)
ni−J+1,`] (45)
Then, agent k pops up the variable z(J)ni−J+1,k from memory
and uses it to continue the stochastic gradient descent steps.
Note that the variable z(J)n,k can be interpreted as the result of
applying J consensus iterations and, therefore, it is a better
approximation for
∑K
k=1 h
T
n,kwn,k. At iteration i+ 1, agent k
will push a new variable z0ni+1,k = Kh
T
ni+1,kwi+1,k into the
buffer and update its state to
[z
(0)
ni+1,k
, z
(1)
ni,k
, · · · z(J−1)ni−J+2,k] ∈ RJ . (46)
Recursion (45) employs the pipeline strategy. For example,
variable z(1)ni,k is updated at iteration i. This new output z
(1)
ni,k
will become the second input at iteration i and is used to
produce the output z(2)ni,k. Next, the output z
(2)
ni,k
will be the
third input at iteration i+ 2 and is used to produce the output
z
(3)
ni,k
. If we follow this procedure, the output z(J)ni,k will be
reached at iteration i + J − 1. At that time, we can pop up
z
(J)
ni,k
and use it in the stochastic gradient update. The pipeline
procedure is summarized in the “Pipeline function” shown
above, and Fig. 2 illustrates the pipeline strategy.
The pipeline strategy has two advantages. First, it is able
to calculate z(J)n,k without inner loop, which accelerates the
algorithm and maintains the one-time-scale structure. Second,
in one iteration, the two-time-scale solution sends a scalar J
times while the pipeline solution sends a J-length vector just
once. Though the communication load is the same, the pipeline
solution is usually faster than the two-time-scale approach in
practice. That is because sending a scalar with J time needs
all agents to synchronize for J times, which can take longer
time than the one-time communication.
Observe that when z(0)ni,k is popped out of the pipeline
after J iterations, the required vini,k should also be from J
iterations ago. This means that we need to store the past vini,k
Pipeline function
Initialization: zni,k = 0 for any i ≤ 0
Function Pipeline
(
z
(0)
ni,k
, vi+J−1ni,k
)
Push
[
z
(0)
ni,k
, vi+J−1ni,k
]
into the queue (47)
[z
(1)
ni,k
, z
(2)
ni−1,k, · · · z
(J)
ni−J+1,k]
=
∑
`∈Nk
a`k[z
(0)
ni,`
, z
(1)
ni−1,`, · · · z
(J−1)
ni−J+1,`] (48)
Pop
[
z
(J)
ni−J+1,k, v
i
ni−J+1,k
]
out of the queue (49)
Return
[
z
(J)
ni−J+1,k, v
i
ni−J+1,k
]
Algorithm 3 [Pipelined variance-reduced dynamic diffu-
sion (PVRD2) learning]
Initialization: Set w0,k = 0; u0n,k = 0; v0n,k = 0.
Repeat for i = 1, 2, . . .:
ni ∼ U [1, N ] (uniformly sampling) (50)[
z
(J)
n′i,k
,vi+1n′i,k
]
(denote n′i
∆
= ni−J+1) (51)
= Pipeline
(
uini,k+Kh
T
ni,kwi,k−vini,k, KhTni,kwi,k
)
wi+1,k = wi,k−µ
{[
∇zQ
(
z
(J)
n′i,k
;γn′i
)−∇zQ(uin′i,k;γn′i)]hn′i,k
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ
(
uin,k; γn
)
hn,k +∇wr(wi,k)
}
(52)
ui+1n,k =
{
z
(J)
n′i,k
, if n = n′i
uin,k, otherwise
(53)
vi+1n,k =
{
vi+1n′i,k
, if n = n′i
vin,k, otherwise
(54)
End
values. One solution is to push the auxiliary vini,k along with
z
(0)
ni,k
into the pipeline but without doing any processing inside
the pipeline. Since this value will be used J iterations into the
future, this variable should be denoted by vi+J−1ni,k .
V. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS
A. Delayed gradient calculations
First, we have to point out that the pipeline solution is not
equivalent to the two-time-scale solution. It is observed that
the gradient used in the stochastic gradient descent step (52) at
iteration i is ∇zQ(z(J)n′i,k; γn′i) where n
′
i = ni−J+1, which is
J-time out-of-date. The cause of the delay is that the variable
zn,k has to conduct J updates in the pipeline. When z
(J)
ni,k
pops up from the pipeline, the iteration index has arrived to
i+J−1. As a result, the pipeline solution introduces delays in
the gradient. Due to this delay, it does not necessarily follow
that deeper pipelines lead to better performance. Actually there
is a trade off between depth and performance.
7Fortunately, problems involving delays in gradient calcu-
lations are well-studied in the distributed machine learning
and signal processing literature [57]–[59]. These works show
that convergence can still occur albeit the stability ranges are
affected. Although, in most literature, the delayed gradient is
usually caused by unbalanced computation loads or fragile
communication environments instead of pipeline structure, the
proof in this paper is inspired from these investigations to some
extent.
B. Convergence Analysis
To establish the convergence theorem, we require two
assumptions
Assumption 1 (RISK FUNCTION): The loss function
Q(z; γn)
∆
= Q(hTnw; γn) is differentiable, and has an
L-Lipschitz continuous gradient with respect to w and a
δ-Lipschitz continuous gradient with respect to z, for every
n = 1, . . . , N , i.e., for any w1, w2 ∈ RM :
‖∇wQ(hTnw1; γn)−∇wQ(hTnw2; γn)‖
= ‖∇zQ(hTnw1; γn)hn−∇zQ(hTnw2; γn)hn‖
≤ L‖w1 − w2‖ (55)
‖∇zQ(z1; γn)−∇zQ(z2; γn)‖ ≤ δ‖z1 − z2‖ (56)
where L > 0 and δ > 0. For the regularization term r(w), it
is convex and has η-Lipschitz continuous gradient:
‖∇wr(w1)−∇wr(w2)‖ ≤ η‖w1 − w2‖ (57)
We also assume that the risk R(w) is ν-strongly convex,
namely,(
∇wR(w1)−∇wR(w2)
)T
(w1 − w2) ≥ ν‖w1 − w2‖2 (58)

Assumption 2 (TOPOLOGY): The underlying topology is
strongly connected, and the combination/weighted adjacency
matrix A is symmetric and doubly stochastic, i.e.,
A = AT and A1K = 1K (59)
where 1 is a vector with all unit entries. We further assume
that akk > 0 for at least one agent k. 
Under assumption 2, we can show that matrix A is primitive
[14], [49] and that the second largest magnitude of the
eigenvalue of A, denoted by λ, satisfies [50]:
0 < λ < 1 (60)
Theorem 1 (CONVERGENCE OF PVRD2): Algorithm
PVRD2 converges at a linear rate for sufficiently small
step-sizes µ, i.e.,
E‖wi,k − w?‖2 ≤ ρiC, ∀k, i > 0 (61)
for some constant C, where:
ρ = max
(
1− 1− λ
J
2N
, 1− µν/5
)
(62)
Proof: See Appendix A.
This theorem indicates that the convergence rate of the
algorithm depends on the network topology through λ, the
depth of pipeline J , and the strong convexity parameter ν.
When J is not very large and the first term in (62) is
larger than the second one, the convergence rate will depend
more on the network topology and the depth of the pipeline.
However, when J is large enough so that the second term is
dominant, the algorithm performance will depend on the strong
convexity parameter ν, as in the single agent case. Compared
with other distributed learning algorithms [25], [26], [52], the
convergence behavior of PVRD2 closer to the behavior of
single agent SGD than multi-agent SGD; this is also clear
from recursion (80) in the proof.
Remark: The theorem indicates that the algorithm con-
verges to the minimizer of empirical risk (3) exactly with
linear rate. In many cases we are instead interested in the
minimizer of the average risk RE(w) = ExQ(w;x) + r(w).
By an ergodicity argument, the two minimizers will become
closer when the number of data samples increases. 
Notice that algorithm VRD2 is a special case of algorithm
PVRD2 by setting J = 1. Thus, we establish the following
corollary from Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 (CONVERGENCE OF VRD2): Algorithm
VRD2 converges at a linear rate for sufficiently small
step-sizes µ, i.e.,
E‖wi,k − w?‖2 ≤ ρiC, ∀k, i > 0 (63)
for some constant C, where:
ρ = max
(
1− 1− λ
2N
, 1− µν/4
)
(64)

VI. SIMULATIONS
We illustrate the performance of the PVRD2 algorithm on
the MNIST dataset, which consists of 50000 28 × 28 hand-
written digits1. In the simulation, we consider the classification
task of predicting digit 0 or digit 1. We separate the features
over 8 networked agents. The loss function we use is logistic
regression:
R(w)=
1
N
N∑
n=1
ln
(
1 + exp
(
−γn
K∑
k=1
hTn,kwk
))
+ ρ
K∑
k=1
‖wk‖2
(65)
In the simulation, we set ρ = 1× 10−4. From two subplots in
Fig. 3,we see that each agent is in charge of part of w, and each
converges to its corresponding part of w?. Next, we compare
our algorithm to the method proposed in [46] with some
modification, which can be viewed as the deterministic full-
gradient version of our algorithm without pipeline. To make
a fair comparison, we plot the convergence curve based on
the count of gradients calculated and the combination step in
Fig. 4. Notice that when the pipeline step J is larger, we need
to do more operation on the combination step (48). Therefore,
we use a different mini-batch B for different J but we keep
the sum, J+B equal 30. The curve shows that the larger J we
set, the faster the algorithm converges until it is large enough
to trigger the second term in the convergence rate.
Next, we compare the communication cost on the CIFAR-
10 dataset, which consists of 50000 32x32 color images in
10 classes, with 5000 images per class2. For this multi class
1http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
2https://www.cs.toronto.edu/∼kriz/cifar.html
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Fig. 3: Left: Visualization of wi,k; Right: Visualization of w?.
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Fig. 4: Illustration of the convergence behavior with different pipeline
depth J over MNIST dataset
problem, we use the softmax as the loss function:
R(W ) =− 1
N
N∑
n=1
ln
(
exp(
∑K
k=1Wk[ : , γn]
Thn,k)∑C
c=1 exp(
∑K
k=1Wk[ : , c]
Thn,k)
)
+ ρ
K∑
k=1
‖Wk‖2F (66)
where ‖·‖F represents the Frobenius norm, Wk ∈ RM×C is a
matrix that has dimensions M ×C, where C = 10 in CIFAR-
10 problem, and W [ : , c] is the C-th column of matrix W .
Notice that this model is a little bit different from (1).
However, it is still easy to adapt our algorithm for the softmax
cost. Notice that we now need to find the summation of C-
classes, i.e.
zn,k
∆
=

zn,k(1)
zn,k(2)
...
zn,k(C)
 ∆=

∑K
k=1Wk[ : , 1]
Thn,k∑K
k=1Wk[ : , 2]
Thn,k
...∑K
k=1Wk[ : , c]
Thn,k
 (67)
As long as the agent has the information of zn,k, it can
compute the gradient locally. For simplicity, we let
prob(zn,k, γn)
∆
=
exp
(
zn,k(γn)
)
∑C
c=1 exp
(
zn,k(c)
)
=
exp
(∑K
k=1Wk[ : , γn]
Thn,k
)
∑C
c=1 exp
(∑K
k=1Wk[ : , c]
Thn,k
) (68)
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Fig. 5: Comparison of communication vector length between PVRD2
and SAGA+Exact Diffusion over CIFAR-10 Dataset.
After some algebraic manipulations, we know that
∇Wk[ : ,γn]Rn(W )=
(
prob(zn,k, γn)− 1
)
hn,k + ρWk[ : , γn]
(69)
and for the other columns where c 6= γn, we have
∇Wk[ : ,c]Rn(W ) = prob(zn,k, c)hn,k + ρWk[ : , c] (70)
Thus, the only modification that is necessary to our algorithm
is changing from sending a scalar zn,k into sending a vector
zn,k. In the simulation, we compare this implementation it
with SAGA+Exact diffusion as proposed in [60]. In the simu-
lation, as plotted in Fig. 5, we set K = 10, J = 10, ρ = 1e−4
and mini-batch is B = 10. In Fig. 5, the curve is plotted
based on the total number of communicated length versus the
excess risk, i.e., R(wi)−R(w?). More specifically, for PVRD2
algorithm, at every iteration, each edge of the network will
communicate a length of J ×C ×B = 1000. Meanwhile, for
Exact Diffusion, it needs 32 × 32 × 3 × 10 = 30720. Hence,
from Fig. 5, it is not surprising to find that PVRD2 is more
communication-efficient.
Lastly, we provide a simulation to show the influence of
network structure on algorithm performance in Fig. 6. The
approach we utilized to generate the network is the random
geometric graph model, which places N nodes uniformly at
random in the unit square and two nodes are joined by an edge
if the Euclidean distance between the nodes is less than some
radius threshold [61]. The simulation problem is the same as
the previous MNIST problem except we distribute the feature
over 28 agents. We generate four network topologies, whose
Euclidean distance threshold ∆ are 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, and
√
2—full
connected networks, respectively. For all network topologies,
we fix the pipeline depth at 20 and mini-batch at 10. Figure 6
confirms the conclusion from Theorem 1 that the denser the
topology is, the faster it converges.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
A. Supporting lemma and proof sketch
Before we start the proof of the main theorem, we first give
two useful lemmas here.
Lemma 1: For a ν-strongly convex and L-Lipschitz gradi-
ent continuous function f(·), the following inequality holds:
(∇f(z)−∇f(y))T(x− z) ≤ L
2
‖x− y‖2 − ν
2
‖z − y‖2
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Fig. 6: Comparison of PVRD2 with different network topologies over
MNIST Dataset.
− ν
2
‖x− z‖2 (71)
Proof: From the convexity and Lipschitz conditions, we have:
f(x) ≤f(y) +∇f(y)T(x− y) + L
2
‖x− y‖2 (72)
f(z) ≥f(y) +∇f(y)T(z − y) + ν
2
‖z − y‖2 (73)
f(x) ≥f(z) +∇f(z)T(x− z) + ν
2
‖x− z‖2 (74)
Combining these inequalities, we get:
f(x)− f(z) ≤f(y) +∇f(y)T(x− y) + L
2
‖x− y‖2
− f(y)−∇f(y)T(z − y)− ν
2
‖z − y‖2
≤∇f(y)T(x− z) + L
2
‖x− y‖2 − ν
2
‖z − y‖2
(75)
f(x)− f(z) ≥∇f(z)T(x− z) + ν
2
‖x− z‖2 (76)
Combining the above two inequalities and rearranging terms,
we establish (71). 
Lemma 2: Consider the inequality recursion for non-
negative numbers αi:
αi+1 ≤ λαi + ρiC (77)
where 1 > ρ > λ > 0. The sequence αi converges to zero
according to
αi+1 ≤ ρi+1
(
α0 +
1
ρ− λC
)
(78)
Proof: Iterating, we get
αi+1 ≤λ2αi−1 + λρi−1C + ρiC
≤λ3αi−2 + λ2ρi−2C + λρi−1C + ρiC
...
≤λi+1a0 +
i∑
j=0
λjρi−dC
≤λi+1α0 + ρ
i
1− λ/ρC
≤ρi+1
(
α0 +
1
ρ− λC
)
(79)

The procedure of proving the linear convergence in Theorem
1 consists of two steps. The first step is to construct an error
recursion for E‖wi−w?‖2. However, because of many auxil-
iary variables, eventually, we establish six recursions— (100),
(103), (107), (108), (110), and (113). Note that a simple energy
or Lyapunov function cannot establish the linear convergence
easily due to the delay introduced by the pipeline strategy.
Instead, we employ a mathematical induction method. After
assuming the quantity E‖wi − wi−1‖2 converges linearly,
the six error recursions will have the same format as (77)
in Lemma 2. So that we conclude the proof by showing
E‖wi −wi−1‖2 converges linearly in view of Lemma 2.
B. Error Recursion
In order to shorten the notation, we let d = J − 1, such
that n′ = ni−d. First, we rewrite the main recursion in vector
notation:
wi+1 = wi − µ
([∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)]hn′
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(Uin; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)
)
(80)
where:
Z(J)n′,i−d
∆
=col{z(J)n′,1, z(J)n′,2, · · · , z(J)n′,K}∈ RK×1
(81)
Uin′
∆
=col{uin′,1,uin′,2, · · · ,uin′,K}∈ RK×1
(82)
∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)
∆
=blockdiag{∇zQ(z(J)n′,1; γn′)IM1 , · · · ,
∇zQ(z(J)n′,K ; γn′)IMK}∈ RM×M
(83)
∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′) ∆=blockdiag{∇zQ(uin′,1; γn′)IM1 , · · · ,
∇zQ(uin′,K ; γn′)IMK}∈ RM×M
(84)
In our notation convention, all calligraphic symbols represent
stacked vectors or matrices over agents. Notice the subscript
i− d in Z is used to represents the z is computed from wi−d
instead of data or agent index. Introducing the error quantity
w˜i
∆
= w? −wi, we obtain the error recursion:
w˜i+1 = w˜i + µ
([∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)]hn′
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(Uin; γn)hn +∇wr(wki )
)
(85)
We introduce the filtration F i, which consists of all previous
information wj , j ≤ i and indices nj , j ≤ i − J . Then, the
modified gradient step satisfies the unbiasedness property:
En′
[([∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)]hn′
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(Uin; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)
)∣∣∣F i]
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn +∇wr(wi) (86)
Thus, we have the following error recursion:
En′ [‖w˜i+1‖2|F i]
10
=‖w˜i‖2 + 2µ
N
N∑
n=1
w˜Ti [∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)]
+ µ2E
[∥∥∥[∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)]hn′
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(Uin; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)
∥∥2∣∣∣F i]
≤ ‖w˜i‖2
+
2µ
N
N∑
n=1
w˜Ti [∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)]
+ 4µ2E
∥∥∥[∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(hTn′w?; γn′)IM ]hn′∥∥∥2
+ 4µ2E
∥∥∥[∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)−∇zQ(hTn′w?; γn′)IM ]hn′∥∥∥2
+ 4µ2
1
N
N∑
n=1
∥∥∥[∇zQ(Uin; γn)−∇zQ(hTnw?; γn)IM ]hn∥∥∥2
+ 4µ2
∥∥∥∇wr(wi)−∇wr(w?)∥∥∥2 (87)
where we appealed to Jensen’s inequality and IM is the M×M
identity matrix. Next, we focus on the cross term:
1
N
N∑
n=1
w˜Ti [∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)]
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
w˜Ti [∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)−∇wR(w?)]
(a)
= w˜Ti
[
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(Z¯n,i−d; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)−∇wR(w?)
]
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
w˜Ti [∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn−∇zQ(Z¯n,i−d; γn)hn]
(b)
=[∇wR(wi−d)−∇wR(w?)]T(w? −wi)
+ [∇wr(wi)−∇wr(wi−d)]T(w? −wi)
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
w˜Ti [∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn−∇zQ(Z¯n,i−d; γn)hn]
(88)
where we define
z¯n,i−d
∆
=
1
K
1TKZ
(0)
n,i−d∈ R (89)
Z¯n,i−d
∆
= col{z¯n,i−d, · · · , z¯n,i−d} = z¯n,i−d1K∈ RK×1
(90)
In step (a), we add and subtract the same term about
∇zQ(Z¯n,i−d; γn)hn; In step (b), we exploit the property that
z¯n,i−d = hTnwi−d. Indeed, note that
z¯n,i−d =
1
K
1TKZ
(0)
n,i−d
(51)
=
1
K
K∑
k=1
(KhTn,kwi−d,k + u
i−d
n,k − vi−dn,k )
(35)
=
K∑
k=1
hTn,kwi−d,k
=hTnwi−d (91)
Now, to bound the first term in (88), we apply the result (71)
from Lemma 1 so that we immediately get
[∇wR(wi−d)−∇wR(w?)]T(w? −wi)
≤L+ η
2
‖wi −wi−d‖2 − ν
2
‖w? −wi−d‖2 − ν
2
‖wi − w?‖2
≤ (L+ η)d
2
i−1∑
j=i−d
‖wj+1 −wj‖2 − ν
2
‖w˜i−d‖2 − ν
2
‖w˜i‖2
(92)
and we have
[∇wr(wi)−∇wr(wi−d)]T(w? −wi)
≤ η
2
‖wi −wi−d‖2 + 1
2
‖w˜i‖2
≤ ηd
ν
i−1∑
j=i−d
‖wj+1 −wj‖2 + ν
4
‖w˜i‖2 (93)
where the first inequality is due to Young’s inequality aTb ≤

2‖a‖2 + 12‖b‖2 and  can be any positive number. And in
second step we set  = 2ν .
For the third term in (88), we obtain:
w˜Ti [∇zQ(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn −∇zQ(Z¯n,i−d; γn)hn]
≤ 
2
‖w˜i‖2 + 1
2
∥∥∥∇Q(Z(J)n,i−d; γn)hn −∇Q(Z¯n,i−d; γn)hn∥∥∥2
≤ 
2
‖w˜i‖2 + δ
2
2
∥∥∥Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2‖hn‖2 (94)
Next, for the remaining terms in the main recursion (87),
we have the following bounds through the Lipschitz condition:
En′
∥∥∥[∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(hTn′w?; γn′IM )]hn′∥∥∥2
≤ 2En′
∥∥∥[∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(Z¯n′,i−d; γn′)]hn′∥∥∥2
+ 2En′
∥∥∥[∇zQ(hTn′wi−d; γn′)−∇zQ(hTn′w?; γn′)]hn′∥∥∥2
≤ 2δ
2
N
N∑
n=1
‖Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2‖hn‖2 + 2L2‖w˜i−d‖2 (95)
and
En′
∥∥∥[∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)−∇zQ(hTn′w?; γn′)IM ]hn′∥∥∥2
≤ E‖∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)−∇zQ(hTn′w?; γn′)IM‖2‖hn′‖2
≤ δ
2
N
N∑
n=1
‖Uin − hTnw?1K‖2‖hn‖2 (96)
and
1
N
N∑
n=1
∥∥∥[∇zQ(Uin; γn)−∇zQ(hTnw?; γn)IM ]hn∥∥∥2
≤δ
2
N
N∑
n=1
‖Uin − hTnw?1K‖2‖hn‖2. (97)
and
4µ2
∥∥∥[∇wr(wi)−∇wr(w?)∥∥∥2 ≤ 4µ2η2‖w˜i‖2 (98)
Substituting (92) – (98) into the main error recursion (87), we
have:
En′ [‖w˜i+1‖2|F i]
11
≤(1 + 4µ2η2)‖w˜i‖2 + µd(L+ η + 2η
ν
)
i−1∑
j=i−d
‖wj+1 −wj‖2
− νµ‖w˜i−d‖2 − µν
2
‖w˜i‖2 + µ‖w˜i‖2
+
(
µδ2

+ 8µ2δ2
)
1
N
N∑
n=1
‖Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2‖hn‖2
+ 8µ2L2‖w˜i−d‖2 + 8µ
2δ2
N
N∑
n=1
‖Uin − hTnw?1K‖2‖hn‖2
(99)
Let  = ν6 and denote L
′ ∆= L+ η + 2ην . Rearranging terms
we get:
En′ [‖w˜i+1‖2|F i]
≤(1− µν/3 + 4µ2η2)‖w˜i‖2 + µdL′
i−1∑
j=i−d
‖wj+1 −wj‖2
− (νµ− 8µ2L2)‖w˜i−d‖2
+
8µδ2
νN
N∑
n=1
∥∥∥Z(J)n,i−d−Z¯n,i−d∥∥∥2‖hn‖2
+
8δ2µ2
N
N∑
n=1
‖Uin − hTnw?1K‖2‖hn‖2 (100)
where we relaxed 6µδ
2
ν + 8µ
2δ2 into the upper bound 8µδ
2
ν ,
which requires
8µδ2
ν
≥ 6µδ
2
ν
+ 8µ2δ2 ⇐⇒ µ ≤ 1
4ν
(101)
So far we have established (100). Next, we seek a recursion
for the inner difference:
E [‖wi+1 −wi‖2|F i]
=µ2En′
[∥∥∥∇zQ(Z(J)n′,i−d; γn′)−∇zQ(Uin′ ; γn′)]hn′
+
1
N
N∑
n=1
∇zQ(Uin; γn)hn +∇wr(wi)
∥∥∥2∣∣∣F i]
(102)
Applying Jensen’s inequality and combining results (95), (96),
(97), and (98) we get:
E
[‖wi+1 −wi‖2|F i]
≤8µ
2δ2
N
N∑
n=1
‖Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2‖hn‖2
+
8µ2δ2
N
N∑
n=1
‖Uin − hTnw?1K‖2‖hn‖2
+ 8µ2L2‖w˜i−d‖2 + 4µ2η2‖w˜i‖2 (103)
Then, we derive the result:
‖Z(J)i−d,n − Z¯i−d,n‖2
=‖Z(J)i−d,n −
1
K
11TZ(J)i−d,n‖2
(48)
=
∥∥∥∥(I − 1K 11T
)
AJ(KHTnwi−d + U
i
n − Vin)
∥∥∥∥2
(a)
=
∥∥∥∥(AJ − 1K 11T
)
(KHTnwi−d − Vin + Uin − U¯in)
∥∥∥∥2
(b)
≤λJ‖Uin − U¯in‖2 +
λ2J
1− λJ
∥∥KHTnwi−d − Vin∥∥2 (104)
where AJ arises from the definition of Z(J)i−d,n, which is the
stacked vector of z(0)i−d,n after J-step consensus, and where we
denote:
Hn
∆
=
h1,n . . .
hK,n
∈ RM×K (105)
Step (a) holds because
(
AJ − 1K11T
)
U¯in = 0, and
U¯in
∆
=
1
K
11TKU
i
n =
(
1
K
k∑
k=1
uin,k
)
1∈ RK×1 (106)
In step (b), λ is the second largest eigenvalue of A. Multiplying
by ‖hn‖2, taking expectation and averaging over n:
1
N
N∑
n=1
E‖Z(J)i−d,n − Z¯i−d,n‖2‖hn‖2
≤λJ 1
N
N∑
n=1
E‖Uin − U¯in‖2‖hn‖2
+
λ2J
1− λJ
1
N
N∑
n=1
E
∥∥KHTnwi−d − Vin∥∥2 ‖hn‖2 (107)
Next, using the uniform sampling property, we establish a
similar recursion for Uin:
1
N
N∑
n=1
En′
[
‖Ui+1n − U¯i+1n ‖2‖hn‖2
∣∣F i]
(53)
=
N − 1
N2
N∑
n=1
‖Uin − U¯in‖2‖hn‖2
+
1
N2
N∑
n=1
‖Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2‖hn‖2 (108)
Similarly, we get:
En′
[‖Uin − hTnw?1‖2|F i]
(53)
=
1
N
‖Z(J)n,i−d − hTnw?1‖2 +
N − 1
N
‖Ui−1n − hTnw?1‖2
≤ 2
N
‖Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2 +
2
N
‖Z¯n,i−d − hTnw?1‖2
+
N − 1
N
N∑
n=1
‖Ui−1n − hTnw?1‖2
(91)
=
2
N
‖Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2 +
2
N
‖hTnw˜i−d‖2
+
N − 1
N
‖Ui−1n − hTnw?1‖2 (109)
Multiplying ‖hn‖2, taking expectation over filtration and av-
eraging over n:
1
N
N∑
n=1
E‖Uin − hTnw?1‖2‖hn‖2
≤ 2
N2
N∑
n=1
E‖Z(J)n,i−d − Z¯n,i−d‖2‖hn‖2
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+
2
N2
N∑
n=1
E‖hn‖4‖w˜i−d‖2
+
N − 1
N2
N∑
n=1
E‖Ui−1n − hTnw?1‖2‖hn‖2 (110)
Lastly, we obtain:
En′
[‖KHTnwi−d − Vin‖2|F i]
=
1
N
‖KHn(wi−d −wi−d−1)‖2
+
N − 1
N
‖KHTnwi−d − Vi−1n ‖2
≤ 1
N
‖KHn(wi−d −wi−d−1)‖2
+
N − 1
tN
‖KHTnwi−d−1 − Vi−1n ‖2
+
N − 1
(1− t)N ‖KH
T
n (wi−d −wi−d−1)‖2 (111)
If we choose t = N−1N−1/2 , then
En′
[‖KHTnwi−d − Vin‖2|F i]
≤1 + 2(N − 1)
2
N
‖KHn(wi−d −wi−d−1)‖2
+
N − 1/2
N
‖KHTnwi−d−1 − Vi−1n ‖2 (112)
Notice that ‖Hn‖2 ≤ ‖Hn‖2F = ‖hn‖2. After multiplying
by ‖hn‖2, taking expectation over the filtration and averaging
over n, we have
1
N
N∑
n=1
E‖KHTnwi−d − Vin‖2‖hn‖2
≤K
2 + 2K2(N − 1)2
N2
N∑
n=1
E‖(wi−d −wi−d−1)‖2‖hn‖4
+
N − 1/2
N2
N∑
n=1
E‖KHTnwi−d−1 − Vi−1n ‖2 (113)
To simplify the notation, we introduce
ai
∆
= E‖w˜i‖2 (114)
bi
∆
= E‖wi −wi−1‖2 (115)
ci
∆
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
E
∥∥∥Z(J)n,i−d−Z¯n,i−d‖2‖hn‖2 (116)
di
∆
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
E‖Uin − U¯in‖2‖hn‖2 (117)
ei
∆
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
E‖Uin − hTnw?1‖2‖hn‖2 (118)
fi
∆
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
E‖KHTnwi−d − Vin‖2‖hn‖2 (119)
h4
∆
=
1
N
N∑
n=1
‖hn‖4 (120)
Using the above notation, we have established so far the
following six recursions from (100), (103), (107), (108), (110),
(113):
ai+1 ≤ (1− µν/3 + 4µ2η2)ai + µdL′
i−1∑
j=i−d
bj+1
− (νµ− 8µ2L2)ai−d + 8µδ
2
ν
ci + 8µ
2δ2ei (121)
bi+1 ≤ 8µ2δ2ci + 8µ2δ2ei + 8µ2L2ai−d + 4µ2η2ai (122)
ci ≤ λJdi + λ
2J
1− λJ fi (123)
di+1 =
1
N
ci +
N − 1
N
di (124)
ei =
2
N
h4ai−d +
2
N
ci +
N − 1
N
ei−1 (125)
fi ≤ N − 1/2
N
fi−1 +
K2 + 2K2(N − 1)2
N
h4bi−d (126)
C. Linear Convergence of Error Recursion
Finally, we establish convergence of the PVRD2 algorithm
using Lemma 2 and mathematical induction. Assuming bi ≤
ρiC0 for j ≤ i− 1, where we set
ρ = max
(
1− 1− λ
J
2N
, 1− µν/5
)
(127)
Then, from (126), we have
fi ≤N − 1/2
N
fi−1 +
K2 +K2(N − 1)2
Nρd−1
h4C0ρ
i−1
≤ρi
(
f0 +
1
ρ− N−1/2N
K2 + 2K2(N − 1)2
Nρd−1
h4C0
)
∆
= ρiC1 (128)
Substituting (123) into (124), we have
di+1 ≤λ
J
N
di +
λ2J
N(1− λJ)fi +
N − 1
N
di (129)
=
λJ +N − 1
N
di +
λ2J
N(1− λJ)fi
≤
(
1− 1− λ
J
N
)
di +
λ2J
N(1− λJ)ρ
iC1
≤ρi+1
(
d0 +
1
ρ− 1 + 1−λJN
λ2J
N(1− λJ)C1
)
∆
= ρi+1C2 (130)
From (123):
ci ≤λJρiC2 + λ
2J
1− λJ ρ
iC1
=ρi
(
λJC2 +
λ2J
1− λJ C1
)
∆
= ρiC3 (131)
Adding (121) and (125) with a positive coefficient γ, we have
ai+1 + γei ≤ (1− µν/3 + 4µ2η2)ai + µdL′
i−1∑
j=i−d
bj+1
− (νµ− 8µ2L2)ai−d + 8µδ
2
ν
ci + 8µ
2δ2ei
+
2γ
N
h4ai−d +
2γ
N
ci + γ
N − 1
N
ei−1 (132)
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We require that µ ≤ ν48η2 such that
1− µν/3 + 4µ2η2 ≤ 1− µν/4 (133)
Rearranging terms:
ai+1 + (γ − 8µ2δ2)ei
≤ (1− µν/4)ai + µdL′
i−1∑
j=i−d
bj+1
−
(
νµ− 8µ2L2 − 2γ
N
h4
)
ai−d
+
(
4µδ2
ν
+
2γ
N
)
ci + γ
N − 1
N
ei−1
= (1− µν/4)
(
ai + γ
N − 1
(1− µν/4)N ei−1
)
+
(
8µδ2
ν
+
2γ
N
)
ci −
(
νµ− 8µ2L2 − 2γ
N
h4
)
ai−d
+ µdL
i−1∑
j=i−d
bj+1 (134)
We require that
γ − 8µ2δ2 = γ N − 1
(1− µν/4)N
⇐⇒ [1− µνN/4]γ =8µ2δ2N(1− µν/4)
⇐⇒ γ =8µ
2δ2N(1− µν/4)
1− µνN/4 = O(µ
2) (135)
We can further require that µ ≤ 12νN so that γ has the upper
bound:
γ ≤ 10µ2δ2N ≤ 5µδ
2
ν
(136)
Let si+1 = ai+1 + (γ − 8µ2δ2)ei, we have
si+1 ≤ (1− µν/3)si + µdL
i−1∑
j=i−d
bj+1 +
(
8µδ2
ν
+
2γ
N
)
ci
(137)
where we discard the term about ai−d, which requires:
νµ− 8µ2L2 − 2γ
N
h4 ≥ 0
⇐⇒ νµ ≥ 8µ2L2 + 2γ
N
h4
(136)⇐= νµ ≥ 8µ2L2 + 20µ2δ2h4
⇐⇒ µ ≤ ν
8L2 + 20δ2h4
(138)
After substituting (136), we have
si+1 ≤(1− µν/4)si + µdL′
i−1∑
j=i−d
bj+1 +
(
8µδ2
ν
+
10µδ2
νN
)
ci
≤(1− µν/4)si + µdL′
i−1∑
j=i−d
ρj+1C0 +
18µδ2
ν
ρiC3
≤(1− µν/4)si + ρi
µdL′ d−1∑
j=0
ρ−jC0 +
18µδ2
ν
C3

≤ρi+1
s0 + µ
ρ− 1 + µν/4
dL′ d−1∑
j=0
ρ−jC0+
18δ2
ν
C3

∆
= ρi+1C4 (139)
This also implies
ai ≤ ρiC4 (140)
Revisiting (125), we have
ei ≤N − 1
N
ei−1 + ρi−d
h4
N
C4
≤ρi
(
e0 +
1
ρ− N−1N
h4
ρd+1N
C4
)
∆
= ρiC5 (141)
Lastly, we substitute foregoing results into (122):
bi+1 ≤8µ2δ2ρiC3 + 8µ2δ2ρiC5 + 8µ2L2ρi−dC4 + 4µ2η2ρiC4
=ρiµ2
(
8δ2C3 + 8δ
2C5 +
C4
ρd
+ 4η2C4
)
(142)
And we require the following to complete the mathematical
induction:
µ2
(
6δ2C3 + 6δ
2C5 +
C4
ρd
+ 4η2C4
)
< ρC0 (143)
In the following, we will show that C3, C4 and C5 can be
upper bounded by constants that are independent of step-size
µ. From (127), we have
ρ ≥ 1− 1− λ
J
2N
, (144)
ρ ≥ 1− µν
4
. (145)
Moreover, since µ ≤ 1/2νN , from (145) we also have
ρ ≥ 1− µν
4
≥ 1− 1
8N
. (146)
With (144) and (145), it holds that
1
ρ− 1 + 12N
(144)
≤ 2N
λJ
, (147)
1
ρ− 1 + 1−λJN
(144)
≤ 2N
1− λJ , (148)
µ
ρ− 1 + µν/4
(145)
≤ 20
ν
, (149)
1
Nρ−N + 1
(144)
≤ 2
1 + λJ
. (150)
Now we examine the upper bounds on C3, C4 and C5. Note
that
C1 = f0 +
1
ρ− N−1/2N
K2 + 2K2(N − 1)2
Nρd−1
h4C0
(147)
≤ f0 + 2K2 1 + 2(N − 1)
2
λJρd−1
h4C0
(146)
≤ f0 + 2K2 1 + 2(N − 1)
2
λJ(1− 1/(8N))d−1h
4C0 = O(1), (151)
and
C2 = d0 +
1
ρ− 1 + 1−λJN
λ2J
N(1− λJ)C1
(148)
≤ d0 + 2λ
2J
(1− λJ)2C1 = O(1). (152)
With C1 and C2, we have
C3 = λ
JC2 +
λ2J
1− λJ C1
∆
= C ′3 = O(1) (153)
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Next we examine C4:
C4 = s0 +
µ
ρ− 1 + µν/4
dL′ d−1∑
j=0
ρ−jC0 +
18δ2
ν
C3

(149)
≤ s0 + 20
ν
(
d2L′
(1− 18N )d
C0 +
18δ2
ν
C3
)
∆
= C ′4 = O(1).
(154)
For term C5:
C5 = e0 +
h4
ρd+1(Nρ−N + 1)C4
(150)
≤ e0 + 2h
4
ρd+1(1 + λJ)
C4
≤ e0 + 2h
4
(1− 1/(8N))d+1(1 + λJ)C4
∆
= C ′5 = O(1).
(155)
Note that all constants C ′3, C
′
4 and C
′
5 are independent of µ.
Finally, note that
6δ2C3 + 6δ
2C5 +
C4
ρd
+ 4η2C4
≤ 6δ2C ′3 + 6δ2C ′5 +
C ′4
ρd
+ 4η2C ′4
≤ 6δ2C ′3 + 6δ2C ′5 +
C ′4
(1− 1/(8N))d + 4η
2C ′4
∆
= B, (156)
and B is independent of step-size µ. Also, we have have
ρC0 ≥
(
1− 1
8N
)
C0. (157)
To prove (143), it is enough to choose µ such that
µ2B ≤
(
1− 1
8N
)
C0 ⇐⇒ µ ≤
√(
1− 1
8N
)
C0
B
. (158)
Combining with 1/2νN , we can set µ as
µ ≤ min
{√(
1− 1
8N
)
C0
B
,
1
2νN
}
(159)
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